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ABSTRACT 
We prove that for every x E [ -  1, 1 ] and every real algebraic polynomial f of degree n such that If (t) I ~< 1 
on [-1, 1], the following inequality takes place on the complex plane 
If(x + iy) i <~ IT,,(I + iy) I, -oo ~ y ~ oo, 
where Tn is the Tchebycheff polynomial. This implies easily Vladimir Markov inequality. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is dealing with exact estimates for the absolute value of a real polynomial 
f at a fixed point z0 in the complex plane, provided its uniform norm on [ -  1, 1 ], 
IlSll:= max If(x)l, 
xC[--1,1] 
is bounded. We shall denote by 7r. the class of  all algebraic polynomials of degree 
less than or equal to n with real coefficients. With every positive function c~ (t) on 
[ -1 ,  1] we associate the class 
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In particular, 
Jr n := {f  ~Srn: Ilfll ~< 1}. 
It follows from the equivalence of norms in Jrn that every infinite sequence of 
polynomials from zrn(a) contains a uniformly convergent subsequence and the 
limit polynomial is in rrn(cr). Thus, for every fixed z0 = to + ioo in the complex 
plane the supremum of tf(zo)[ over Jr~ (or) is attained for a certain polynomial Pzo 
f rom 7/" n (o-). The characterization f the extremal polynomials Pzo is not completely 
settled even in the simplest case when tr (t) is a constant. 
The problem 
(1) If(z0)l-+ sup, f~zr  ° , 
is a classical one. EL. Tchebycheffhas noticed that for real zo = ~, ~ ~ [1, c~), the 
supremum in (1) is attained only for the polynomial Tn defined by 
Tn(x) := cos n arccosx, for - 1 ~< x ~< 1, 
what is which we now call the Tchebycheffpolynomial of the first kind. 
In case z0 lies outside the unit disk B := {z: Izl < 1}, problem (1) was solved by 
Bernstein [1] who proved the following. 
Theorem A. Let Izol/> 1. Then 
maxl f  (zo)l = lT"n(zo)l • 
f ~sr °
The proof in [1] is very elegant. It was rediscovered later by Erdrs [7]. 
By another yet result of Bernstein [2] (attached in Section 4 of the present paper 
as Theorem C), the inequality in Theorem A immediately implies 
If(k)(z0)l IC)(z0)l, izoi > 1, 
for all derivatives of order k -- 1 . . . . .  n. 
This is a result on a subject initiated by the brothers Markov. For z0 = ~, ~ 
[ -  l, 1 ], they studied the problem 
If(k)(~)l -+ sup, f 6 zr 2, 
for k = 1 . . . . .  n. Andrei Markov [9] found the exact estimates of If'(~)l on [-1,  1]. 
His younger brother Vladimir Markov proved the inequality 
IIf( )ll ~ Tn(k)(1), k--  1 . . . . .  n, 
in his fundamental paper [10]. Moreover, for each fixed ~ ~ [ -  1, 1] he characterized 
the unique polynomial P~ (t) (up to multiplication by -1 )  from zr 2 for which 
P(k)(~) =max{lf(k)(~)l: f er r ; ] .  
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The extremal polynomial P~ is Tn or one of the Zolotorev polynomials Z, ()/; t). 
The latter is determined uniquely by the equialternating property 
Zn(y;  t j )  -~ ( -1 )  j IIz.( ; .)[I, j = 1 . . . . .  n ,  
for some points -1  = tl < t2 < ... < tn ~< 1. The parameter y describes the family 
of the Zolotorev polynomials of degree n (for details, see [14, p. 160]). 
Voronovskaya [14] developed a technique, based on functional analysis methods, 
for the study of extremal problems in polynomial classes. It was applied to the 
companion problems to (1), namely 
( la)  I~f(zo)l~sup, 
(lb) I~f(zo)]--+ sup, 
over the class Jr~. In [ 15], a complete characterization f the extremal polynomials 
to each of the problems (la) and (lb) was given. The regions (for zo 6 B) on 
which the extremal polynomials to (la) and (lb) are the same (and thus, they are 
extremal also to (1)) form a small part ofB.  Zinger [16] (and [17, Ch. 4]) studied 
also the problem If(k)(z0)l -+ sup for k = 1 . . . . .  n, and characterized the extremal 
polynomials for Iz01 > Pn~ with Pnk being the last root of ((x 2 - 1)T~(x)) (k). 
The purpose of this paper is to give an estimate of If(z0) l in the case z0 c B. Our 
approach allows to do this even in the more general case when f is supposed to 
be in ~r, (or) for any fixed positive polynomial ~r ~ 7r,. We show that max If(zo)l in 
the class zrn(~r) is attained for a, or for a polynomial which oscillates in the strip 
-a (x )  ~< y ~< (r (x), -1  ~< x ~< 1, at least n times. In other words, for any fixed z0 in 
B the extremal polynomial is o-, or the snake polynomial T, (a;z)  associated with 
~r, or some of the cr-Zolotarev polynomials Z, (or, y ; z) (i.e., a polynomial whose 
graph touches alternatively the graph of ~r and -cr totally at n points from [-1,  1]). 
Moreover, we show that if Zn is extremal for some zo, then there is a point z in any 
small neighborhood (z0 - h, z0 + h) (with real h) of z0 such that 
max I/(z0)l < max l / (z) l .  
f CSrn(a) f CmCn(a) 
This implies If(zo)l ~ la(z0)l  for all f 6 zr,(a) or 
max If(~o + i,lo)1 ~< ma×{lT,(=;x + i'~o)1:-1 ~<x ~< 1}. 
f ~Zrn (o') 
And this holds for every fixed c~. In the classical case a (t) _= 1 even more was shown 
because of the following property discovered by Duffin and Schaeffer [6]. 
Theorem B. For every y ~ (-cx~, ~)  we have 
]Tn(x + iy) I <~ ITn(1 + iy) I, -1  <~ x <~ 1. 
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Since Icr (x + iy)l = 1 <<. ITn (1 + iy)l, the latter leads to the conclusion that for any 
given ~0 6 [-1,  1], 
(2) [f(~o+iY)l<~[Tn(l+iy)], y6( -~,oo) ,  
for every polynomial f E zr n. And this is the main result of the paper. In turn it 
implies 
(3) [f(k)(~o+iY)l<.lTff)( l+iy)[, y~( - -~,oo) ,  
for every k = 1 . . . . .  n, which is an extension of the inequality proved by Vladimir 
Markov [ 10]. 
Note that (3) was proved in [6] under the weaker conditions 
(4) f ( cos~)  ~<1, j=0 . . . . .  n. 
But (4) does not imply (2). One can easily construct a polynomial f from zrn which 
satisfies (4), while (2) is violated. In this sense, the majorization theorem in the 
present paper supplements he result of [6]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES: VARIATION BY POLYNOMIALS 
In solving extremal problems in the polynomial class zrn (a), as for example, in the 
maximization of a certain linear functional L If],  it is often necessary to exploit he 
local extremality of certain element f ,  ~ Zrn(a), that is, to use the fact that 
L[f] <~ L[f*] 
for all f from a neighborhood U(f*)  of f*  in Zrn(a). For this purpose, construc- 
tions of the form 
fe := ot(e) f* + fl(e)g, 
with some g E zrn, are very useful provided fe ~ f*  as s --+ 0 and fe stays in zrn (a) 
for every sufficiently small s. We give below two constructions of this form. The 
first one (Lemma 1) is rather a standard tool in variational proofs of Markov type 
inequalities. It was used by many authors in the special case a(t) - 1. The second 
construction (Lemma 2) was introduced recently in the particular case a(t) --- 1 in 
[4] as a part of the proof of Theorem 3.4 there. We give it in the sequel in a more 
general case as a separate lemma and sketch the proof. 
Lemma 1 (o(Isl) variation). Let Panda  be any algebraic polynomials of degree 
less than or equal to n. Let v be a real polynomial such that v(~) = O. Assume that 
e(~) = cr(~) and 
P(t) < a(t) for all t E [~ -- d, ~ + d] with some d > O. 
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Then there exists a neighborhood bl of ~ and a constant c > 0 such that 
P(t) +sv(t)  <. or(t) ÷CIe[ l+l/n onlA 
for all sufficiently small e. 
Proof. Letus set R(t) := P(t) - or(t). Since R(~) =0 and R(t) < 0 on [~ - d, ~ + 
d], there is an even integer k ~< n such that 
n(~)  = R'(~) . . . . .  R(k-1)(~) = 0, R(k) (~) <0.  
Note that k < n since otherwise (i.e., i fk  ~> n) we get P = a, a contradiction to the 
assumption P(t) < o-(t) for t ¢ ~. 
It follows from the Taylor expansion of R around ~ that there exists a constant 
co > 0 such that 
R(t) < -co(t - ~)~ 
for all t in a certain small neighborhood L/of~. Similarly 
v( t )<c l l t -~ l  onL/ 
with some constant cl > 0. Therefore 
R(t) Wev( t )<-co( t -~)k  + le lc l l t -~ l=:#( t )  on/./ 
and thus 
P(t) + ev(t) < ~r(t) + max#U). 
tELl 
But the last maximum is attained at a point x0 6 L/such that/z'(xo) = 0. One easily 
verifies that 
Ixo -&l  = lel 
and thus 
k -  1 Cl f Cl ,~l/(k-1) 
max#(t)tEu =/z(xo) ~- ~1~1 ~co lel) ~ const.lel l+l/n. 
Note that if P ' (~)  # cr'(~), then #(x0) = const.e 2and therefore 
P(t) +ev(t) ~< or(t) +O( J )  on/./ 
in this particular case. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1. 
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Corol lary 1. Assume that ~r is a polynomial o f  degree n which is positive on 
[ -1 ,  1]. Let P ~ Jrn and 
-a ( t )  <<. P(t) <<. cr(t) on [ -1 ,  1]. 
Let v be any real polynomial such that v(~ ) = 0 at every point ~ ~ [ -  1, 1]for which 
IP(~)I = ~r(~). Then 
[p(t) + ev(t)] <<. (r(t)+ o(161) as 161--* 0 
uniformly for all t ~ [ -1 ,  1]. 
The next lemma is the main tool in our variational proof  of  the majorization 
theorem. 
Lemma 2 (O([el 3) variation). Assume that or is a polynomial of  degree n which 
is positive on [ -1 ,  1]. Let P be a polynomial from Zrn(cr) whose graph touches 
alternatively exactly n times the graph of  cr and -or. Let w(t) := (t - tl) • • • (t - tn) 
where q < ...  < tn are the points o f  osculation for P on [ -1 ,  1], that is, 
P(&) = (--1)k~r(tk), k = 1 . . . . .  n. 
For every sufficiently small 6, let 
(1) o9(x(6) ; t ) :=( t -X l (6 ) ) . . . ( t -Xn(6) )  
with 
xl(6) := -1  /ft l  = -1  andP ' ( -1 )  #cr ' ( -1 ) ,  
Xn(6 ) :-~. 1 iftn = 1 and P'(1) # cr'(1), 
1 w'(tj) 
xj(e) := tj - 2 P"(t j )  - a"( t j )e  
in all other cases. Then 
IP(t) + 6o.(x(e); t)[ ~ ~(t) + o(1613) as 16[ --~ 0 
uniformly for all t ~ [ -1 ,  1]. 
Proofi We should note first that the quantities P"(t j )  - a"(t j )  in the denominator 
of  the definition ofx j (e )  cannot be zero. Indeed, let us set R(t) := P(t) - a(t).  I f  
R"(tj)  = 0 for some j ,  then R' ( t j )  = 0, too, since R(t) <<. 0 in a neighborhood of  
tj. Adding the assumptions R(ti) = R'(ti) = 0 for i = j (mod 2), we see that R --= 0, 
a contradiction to the evident fact that P ~ a.  
In case R'(tj) ~ 0 (which could happen only if  tj is an end-point) we could 
get P(t) + e~o(x(e); t) <~ or(t) in a neighborhood of  tj for every sufficiently small 
e. Thus we shall study further R in a neighborhood of  a fixed point tj such 
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that R'(tj) = 0. For definiteness we may suppose P(tj) = a(tj).  Consider the 
polynomial 
i 
Re(t) := R(t) + sw(x(s); t) 
in a small neighborhood L/ of tj. For sufficiently small s the polynomial RrE(t) 
vanishes at a certain (unique) point tj (e) in f¢ and 
max RE (t) = R(tj (s)). 
tEL¢ 
It is easy to see that tj (8) ~ tj as 8 ~ O. We have to show that the function 
F(s) := RE (tj (s)) 
can be estimated by const. Is 13 on L/. Clearly 
F(O) = R(tj) = O. 
To prove the lemma one needs to verify that FI(0) = 0 and F"(0) = 0, too. By 
definition, 
R'(tj(s)) + s J (x(s) ;  tj(s)) = O. 
The derivative of the left-hand side of the last equality with respect o s at 8 = 0 is 
zero and this gives 




F'(e) ---- R' (tj(s))t~(s) + co(x(e); tj@)) + e ff-s co(x@); tj(8)), 
and taking into account hat Rt( t j )  ---- O, (o(t j)  ~ 0 by definition, we have 
F' (0) ---- R' (tj) t~ (0) + co (tj) ---- O. 
Further, we compute 
= R"(tj)[t'(O)] 2 + 2 0@co(x(8); tj(e))IE=0" FII(O) 
But 
0~ ~ co(x@); t) t=tj(E)" x~(s) co(x(8); tj(e)) = co'(x(8); tj(8))tj(8) -- t --xi(8) 
i=1 
i=1 k=,  5~i 
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and thus 
~-~c°(x(e); tJ(e))le=o =W'(tj)t~(O) -- ~=l {l~=l~, k¢i(tj -- tk) }x~ (0) 
= co'(tj)t~ (0) -- co'(tj)x~ (0) 
1 [w'(tj)] 2 
2 R"(tj) 
Therefore FI/(0) = 0 and the proof is complete. [] 
3. THE MAJORIZATION THEOREM 
In the proof of the main theorem we shall often make use of a simple geometric 
reasoning. For convenience, we first describe it in a separate l mma. 
The notation a _1_ b for vectors a, b in the plane (or for the corresponding complex 
numbers) means that the angle (in absolute value) between a and b is equal to re/2. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that a = ae i° and b = be i~° are any two vectors with O, q~ 
[0, 2zr) and a > O, b > O. Then there is a constant c > 0 such that: 
(i) / fa _1_ b, then for every sufficiently small e, 
la q- ebl > lal + ce2; 
(ii) /fl0 - ~01 ¢ zr /2, then for every sufficiently small 6, taken with an appropriate 
sign, we have 
l a+eb l> lal+clel.  
Proof. By the low of cosines, 
la + ebl = (lal z + 6211012 - 2elal • Ibl cos(0 - ~0)) 1/z. 
On the other hand, by Taylor's formula, for every positive numbers A, B and C, we 
have 
C B2A 2 C 2 
- -  62 (A2 q- B2e2-k 2Cg)I/2 = A q- -~ e-q- A3 + O( le13)  • 
It is seen that the assumptions in (i) and (ii) lead to expressions of la + ebl of the 
form above with C = 0 and C ¢ 0, respectively, and the assertion easily follows. [] 
According to Karlin's snake theorem [8, Theorem 10.2], for any given tr there 
exists a unique polynomial Tn(cr; x) of degree n and a set of points -1  ~< r0 < ... < 
rn ~< 1 with the property 
Tn (~r; rlc) = ( -  1)kcr (rk), k=0 . . . . .  n. 
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In case cr - 1 the snake polynomial T~(cr; .) coincides with the Tchebycheff 
polynomial Tn. The polynomials T, (or; z) play an important role in the majorization 
of If(z0)[ over zrn (a). Similarly to Theorem A, one can prove the following. 
Lemma 4. Let f e Zrn(a). Then, for  every Iz01/> 1, 
IS(zo)l zo)l. 
Proof. Let {rk}~=l be the corresponding points at which the graph of Tn(o; x) 
touches the graph of cr and -a  alternatively. Then 
If(~k)l~<lr.(~;~k)l, k=0 . . . . .  n ,  
and this implies If(z0)l ~ IT~(~; z0)l for every Iz01 ~ 1 as in the original proof of 
Bernstein [1] (see also [11, Theorem 12.4.13]). [] 
Theorem 1. Assume that a is any polynomial o f  degree less than or equal to n, 
which is positive on [ -  1, 1 ]. Let zo = ~o + i 7o be anypoint in the strip - 1 <~ Nz <~ 1. 
Then, for  everypolynomial f c zr~(a), [f(zo)l ~< la(zo)l, or 
If(zo)l~ max Tn(~;x+i~70)l. 
xe[ 1,11 
Proof. By Lemma 4, for I z01 ~ 1, the estimate I f  (z0) I ~ I Tn (o ; zo) I holds for every 
f E srn(c0. Thus, in what follows we need to consider only the case when zo is in 
the unit disk. For the sake of definiteness, we shall assume that zo is situated in the 
upper half plane ~z > 0. 
Suppose that P E srn (or) is an extremal polynomial for z0 = ~0 + il70, that is, 
maxllf(~o;)l: f ~ ~,,(<~;)} : IP(~o)l. 
I f  P = ±~r, there is nothing to prove. Thus, we assume in the sequel that P ~ ±or. 
For a fixed ~70 we shall study the majorant function 
M(x) : :max{ I f (x  +i~7o)1: f c zr~(~)}. 
Our aim is to prove that IIMll : max{Hall, IIT~(a; - + i~70)11}. The proof consists of 
two parts. In the first one we show that if P is distinct from -t-or, then there are 
at least n distinct points in [ -1,  1] for which IP(t)l = or(t). In the second part we 
prove that if the maximal number m of these extremal points is equal to n, then the 
majorant function M(x)  cannot have a local maximum at x = ~0. 
Part 1 : m < n. Let 
IP(tl~)l--~(tl~) for k---- 1 . . . . .  m, 
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and q < .. .  <tm be all the points with this property. Assume that m < n. Then 
the polynomial w(z) = (z - t l ) . . .  (z - tin) is of  degree less than n. According to 
Lemma 1, we have 
[P(t) +ew(t ) ]  <<. a(t) +o([el) on [ -1 ,  11 
while, on the other hand, if l arg w (zo) - arg P (zo)l ~ rr/2, then by Lemma 3, 
IP(zo) + e~o(zo)[ > IP(z0)l + const.lel 
for sufficiently small e. This leads to contradiction with the extremality of  P since 
the polynomial (P(z) + ew(z))/(1 + o(lel)) will be in rrn(a) for small e and will 
have a bigger absolute value at z0. 
Note that the last conclusion holds also if  m = n. Therefore, if P is extremal for 
z0 and m = n, then w(zo) should be perpendicular to P(zo), that is, 
(5) P(zo) 2_ ¢o(zo). 
Now let us return to the case m < n. Assume that (5) holds. Introduce this time the 
polynomial v(z) = (z - a)w(z) which is o f  degree less than or equal to n for every 
real a. Let us choose a = ~zo. Then arg(zo - a) = re/2. Therefore 
7r 
arg{(zo - a)w(zo)} = argw(zo) + ~-. 
But, according to (5), w(zo) l P(zo). Thus, choosing appropriately the sign o fe  we 
can get 
arge(zo - a)w(zo) = arg P(zo) 
and therefore, 
]P(zo) + e(z0 - a)~o(zo)[ = [e(zo)[ + const.lel 
while, by Lemma 1, 
]P(t) q- e(t -- a)w(t)] = a(t) q- o(lel). 
This contradicts the extremality of  P. 
Therefore the graph of  the extremal polynomial should touch the boundary of  the 
strip -a (x )  ~< y ~< a(x)  on [ -1 ,  1] at least at n distinct points. Let tl < .. .  < tm be 
all such points. There are two possibilities: m = n or m = n + 1. In the second case 
P coincides (up to multiplication by -1 )  with the snake polynomial Tn (a; .). 
Part 2: m = n. Assume first that U(zo) is not perpendicular to P(zo). Then, by 
(ii) of  Lemma 3, 
IP(zo) + hP'(zo)l > IP(zo)I + const.lhl 
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for every h with an appropriate sign. Then, by Taylor's formula, 
IP(zo +h) I = Ie(zo) +hP'(zo) -t-O(h2)l > IP(zo)l. 
Therefore, the majorant M(x)  has not a local maximum at x = G0 and the claim is 
proved in this case. Assume further that 
(6) P(zo)-LP'(zo).  
Next we show that the touch points of  P(t) must satisfy the condition 
(7) P(tk)P(tk+l) < 0 
for every pair of  consecutive points. Indeed, assume that P(tk)P(tk+l) > 0 for some 
--1 < tk < tk+l < 1. To get a contradiction we shall variate P by the polynomials 
o~(z) 
g(z) := 
(Z -- tk)(Z -- tk+l) ' 
Vl(Z) := (z -- a)g(z), v2(Z) := ( z -a ) (z -b )g(z )  
where a and b are parameters from the interval (t~+l, ec). Note that for such a, b 
the angle arg(z0 - a) can be made very close to Jr, less than Jr, if a is sufficiently 
large. Therefore, every non-zero complex number W is rotated in angle ot ~ Jr, 
oe < Jr, after multiplication of W by (zo - a). Also, we rotate W in an angle/5 ~ 2jr, 
/3 < 2Jr, multiplying by (z0 - a)(zo - b) with sufficiently large a, b. 
We choose now e to be sufficiently small and such that 
eP(tk)g(tk) < O. 
Then clearly [P (t) + e g (t)l < a (t) for t • [tk, tk+l] and it can be seen as in the proof 
of Lemma 1 that 
I P ( t )+ev( t ) l  <~cr(t)+O(e 2) forv (z )=g(z ) .  
Since multiplication of g(t) by factors of the form t - a with a > tk+l does not 
change the sign ofg(t) ( t  - a) at t~, the above estimates holds also for v = vl. Thus, 
variating P by eg or svl, we increase P(t) at most by o(lel). 
To prove (7) we distinguish two cases with respect o the angle between g(zo) 
and P(zo). 
Assume first that g(zo) is not perpendicular to P(zo). I f  
Jr 
l a rgP(z0) -  arg{eg(zo) } l < -~, 
we variate by g and, by Lemma 3, we obtain 
[P(zo) +eg(zo)[ > IP(zo)[ + const.le[, 
a contradiction with the extremality of  P. 
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I f  l arg P(zo) - arg{eg(zo)}l > zr/2, then 
7g 
[arg P (zo) -  arg{ev,(zo)}l < ~.  
We variate by Vl and arrive again at a contradiction, by Lemma 3. 
Let now g(zo) _1_ P(zo). Then at least for one of the complex numbers W = Vl (zo) 
or W = v2(zo) we will get, for sufficiently large a and b, 
7g 
largP zo)- arg  W) I < 
More precisely, this inequality takes place for W = vl(zo) if argg(zo) + Jr/2 = 
arg P(zo), and for W = v2(zo) if argg(zo) - zr/2 = arg P(zo). Then, by Lemma 3, 
[P(zo) + ew I > [P(zo)[ + const.lel, 
a contradiction with the extremality of P. Therefore, (7) should hold. 
Next we shall variate P by the polynomial co(x(e); t) defined in Lemma 2. 
Consider the quantity 
D(h) := P(ZO + h) + eco(x(e); zo + h) 
where h = 8e and ~ is a real parameter which will be specified later, independently 
of e. By Taylor's formula 
pHr z , h 2 
D(h)=P(zo)+P ' (zo)h+ ~ o) -~+ew(x(e) ; zo )+ew' (x (e ) ; zo )h+O( le l3 ) .  
In the sequel, we may think ofe as a positive parameter, multiplied by sign e (which 
is 1 or -1).  Then, from the definitions ofog(x(e); t) and x(e) we compute 
-~ o~(zo) x~(0) zo)l,=o = 
1( 
= -~o(zo)  Y~'zo  tk 
k=l  
1 cot(tk) ~ . .  . 
2 ~) (S lg  ne ) 
where, as in Lemma 2, R(t) := P(t) - a(t)  and ~'  means summation over the 
indices corresponding to points {tk} at which R'(tk) = 0 (since xk(O)' = 0 for 
the others). But for such indices (7) implies R1t(tk)Rt1(tk+l) < 0. In addition, 




are of the same sign, say Sl. Set s := sl (signe). Then 
n I~kl ~o - tk 
k=l  
- -  =:  u(zo). 
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Since the unit vectors (z0 - tk)/Iz0 - tkl are all contained in the angle (Jr, 2zr), the 
sum in the last expression, being with positive coefficients, is represented in the 
complex plane by a vector contained in the same angle and thus, distinct from 
zero mod Jr. Finally, taking into account hat by (2) w(z0) _1_ P(zo), we conclude 
that u(zo) is not perpendicular to P(zo). Let us set ~o := I arg P(zo) - argu(z0)l and 
choose the sign of e so that 
Yf 
(8) ~ < - .  
2 
Now let us return to the calculation of D(h). Making use of the representation 
z0) =  ho '(z0) + O(N 3) 
and the equality 
we get 
D(h) ----- P(zo) + A(h) + B(h) + O(lel 3) 
where 
A(h) := ~2 6 2 -}- c~o) (sO) q- u(zo) , 
B(h ) := sco(zo) + hP  (zo). 
Clearly, for sufficiently small ~ (depending only on P) the argument of A is 
determined by the argument of u(zo). Thus, in view of (8), choosing any ~pl: q) < 
~ol < zr/2, for sufficiently small fixed 6 and every small e we shall have 
larg P(zo) - arg A(h) I < ~Pl. 
Since P'(zo) ± P(zo) and co(zo) ± P(zo), we have B(h) ± P(zo). Then by a simple 
geometric argument we conclude that 
IN(h)[ > IP(z0)l ÷ ]A(h)l cos,p1 = IP(zo)[ + const.e 2. 
In view of Lemma 1, the polynomial (P(z) + eco(x(e); z))/(1 + O(IEI3)) will take a 
larger absolute value at z0 + h than I P(z0)l, a contradiction. 
Thus, if m = n, then at any neighborhood of z0 on the linear segment (zo - 
h, zo + h) there is a point zl = xl + it/0 at which M(xl )  > M(~o). This yields the 
conclusion: For any fixed real y, 
max{M(x): z = x + iy, x e [ -1,  ll} 
is attained for ~r or for a polynomial that has n + 1 touch points with -t-or, that is, 
for the snake polynomial Tn (~r; .). The proof is complete. [] 
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In the classical case cr - 1 we can go further. By Theorem B, we have 
max Tn(x +i~/0)[ = [rn(1 +irlo)[, 
x6[-1,1] 
and this, together with the previous theorem and the obvious fact that [a (z0) l = 1 ~< 
I Tn (1 + iy)l, yields our central conclusion. 
Corollary 2. Let f ~ Jr n. Then, for every - 1 <<, x <~ 1, holds the estimate 
If(x +iy) I ~< ITn(1 +iy) l, -oo ~< y ~< e~. 
4. PROOF OF VLADIMIR MARKOV INEQUALITY 
The majorization theorem from the previous section can be used to derive the 
famous inequality of V. Markov. The original proof goes on for more than hundred 
pages. Simpler proofs have been given subsequently b  Bernstein [3], Duffin and 
Schaeffer [12,6], Shadrin [13] and others. We derive it here from Corollary 2, on 
the basis of the following nice observation due to Bernstein [2]. 
Theorem C. Assume that G is a convex domain in the complex plane and let F 
be the boundary of  G. Let P and Q be any polynomials of  degree n with complex 
coefficients such that 
Ia(z)l IP(z)l for z r 
Then 
Ia'(z)l le'(z)l forz r, 
provided all zeros of  P lie in G. 
Theorem C was proved by Bernstein for the disk. Later, it was noticed by de 
Bruijn [5] that actually the same proof works also for every convex domain G. 
Theorem 2. For every x ~ [ -1,  1], -oo  < y < c~, and every f ~ re n, holds the 
inequality 
[f(~)(x + iy) I <. [Tn(k)(1 + iy)[, k= 1 . . . . .  n. 
Proof. We apply Theorem C to the convex domain 9tz ~< 1 and the polynomials 
Q(z) := f ( z  - (1 - x)), P(z) := Tn(z) and obtain the above inequality for k = 1. 
Then we repeat his operation k - 1 times for the corresponding derivatives of P 
and Q and prove the assertion. Then Markov inequality follows as a particular case 
setting y = 0. [] 
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